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Worry, doubt, confusion, depression, anger and feelings of condemnation: all these are attacks on

the mind. If readers suffer from negative thoughts, they can take heart! Joyce Meyer has helped

millions win these all-important battles. In her most popular bestseller ever, the beloved author and

minister shows readers how to change their lives by changing their minds. She teaches how to deal

with thousands of thoughts that people think every day and how to focus the mind the way God

thinks. And she shares the trials, tragedies, and ultimate victories from her own marriage, family,

and ministry that led her to wondrous, life-transforming truth--and reveals her thoughts and feelings

every step of the way. This special updated edition includes an additional introduction and updated

content throughout the book.
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Meyer writes a valuable and convincing primer on what Buddhists would call "mindfulness" from a

dedicated Christian perspective. Using a rich scriptural context, she convinces listeners " to think

what you are thinking about." Filled with many anecdotes from ministry, her points are made in a

accessible and personable style. The psychology is sound though ensconced in conservative

Christian language. Happily, Meyers encourages meditation, both on scripture and in prayer as a

way to be in the moment. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Joyce Meyer is one of the world's leading practical Bible teachers, with her TV and radio broadcast,



Enjoying Everyday Life, airing on nearly 450 television networks and 400 radio stations worldwide,

including ABC Family Channel, Trinity Broadcast Network, Daystar, and the Word Network. Her

bestselling books include Battlefield of the Mind, Look Great, Feel Great, The Confident Woman, I

Dare You,and Never Give Up! Joyce holds conferences approximately 15 times each year,

worldwide, speaking to thousands.

Joyce Meyer is a talented, dedicated warrior. She has undergone many of the same trials that each

person has endured. When you study her insights you really start understanding what you say is

how you live. When I was younger, a stay at home mom, I would say that my family was just like the

soap opera All My Children. We had one crisis after another. Then I listened to Mrs. Meyer's

teaching. I quit making the negative statements and watched my family return to peace. The Battle

is in our minds.. The weapons are the Words that we think then speak. One has to change how you

think so that the speech you hear will lift upward, not squash you.

This book is a must for everyone to read. We all have mind games going on that make us

uncomfortable or angry. Thought that keep us living in the past instead of today. Baggage from

formal relationships that we would want to rid our minds of and live for today. This book explains

first to identify the thoughts, how to release their power on us, and to rid ourselves of entering into

that thought again. We are not perfect but we can live a better life without baggage. All with the love

and understanding of our Creators way to a happy and healthy life. Please read this. You will want

to pass it on.

One of the best books ever made! This book takes you on a journey of how your past dictates your

thinking. It allows you to release all that junk in your mind and to think Christ like despite your

circumstances.

I could not wait to get this book. I started reading it as soon as we received it. I bought several of her

books , and this one is just great. If you are a Christian or not she really gets to the heart of why our

minds just get negative sometimes and how to turn these thoughts around and find a way to think

more positively about anything. I just wish she would talk more about what any one goes through

not just Christians. Because it will help everyone.

This really is a great book. I recommend getting the study guide to hit it a second time. Discussing it



with your significant other will be a third hit to the mind. Following the three touch rule, hopefully, you

can commit some of the information in this book to memory to assist in modifying the way you think

about things to ensure the best possible attitude and outlook on life.I highly recommend this book.

Was introduced to the book after watching Joyce Meyer on television. This book is an absolute

game changer. It truly changed my life. The book touches on several different topics for believers of

every faith. It's amazing how well thought out this book is. I have given several out as gifts, and it

has impacted those lives so much. I could go on and on abut Joyce and how God is tremendously

using her to help people. Very good book, would highly recommend to anyone looking for purpose

in life or going through a tough time.

Understanding where and how the enemy fights the Poeople of God, give us the wisdom and

knowledge to be productive in this warfare. So we don't spend too much time fighting each other!!

I love the short devotionals. They keep you focused and mindful of how you think, what you do, and

how you treat others; also provides a way to use one quote each day. Just 10 min and the quote

filters into your mind at intervals all day long. This is a great way to change your perspective on your

truth and reality that doesn't require a lot of time that we all think we don't have.
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